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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we focus on the insertion of feature filtering into natural language parsers.
First, we present a logic-programming modelling of feature filtering mechanisms. We
give a logical-based specification, valid for different theories of features (including their
evolution from the lexicon, expressed in terms of axioms, and including control tools).
The logical-based language and our formalization are very general and independent from
any parsing strategy. They permit to represent feature and control systems proposed by
different linguistic theories.

We propose an example of insertion of this feature filtering modelling into a Government-
and-Binding parser. GB is a very interesting theory for automatic natural language
processing. The implementation of feature filtering within GB context leads to much
more adequate and efficient parsers.
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INTRODUCTION

Natural language parsers are often based on grammars with an excessive generative ca-
pacity, i.e. grammars that permit a description of correct but also of some incorrect
sentences of the considered language. Linguistic theories propose different means to re-
strict this power. For example, they impose strong constraints that limit the structures
of the acceptable sentences. These constraints can be expressed in terms of acceptable or
non acceptable syntactic tree forms. Their goal is to forbid the recognition of a sentence
whose parsing tree contains an incorrect configuration (tree filtering, cf [1]). Another
(complementary) means is to use the phonologic, morphologic, syntactic and semantic
knowledge associated with words in the lexicons of the natural language parsers. In most
linguistic theories, this information is represented by a kind of feature notation.



A feature is a distinctive and relevant mark Niv, often called attribute, with which a value
is associated (e.g. gender: masculine). Features are often viewed as attribute-value pairs
Kar, but most current linguistic theories use complex features and construct a hierarchy
of features. Features represent characteristics that are specific to each word while giving
a precise description of the environments allowed for this word. In addition to this de-
scriptive role, they are used to restrict the applicability of grammar rules containing them
- we shall refer to that latter role as feature filtering - and they must be propagated from
the words in the lexicon into the rules. They are used, for example, to treat agreement or
sub-categorization problems. They can be used to reject incorrect sentences like “a young
boys are playing in the garden” or “the cat mews the milk”, although these sentences are
well structured. Therefore the insertion of such a feature filtering into natural language
parsers is very interesting because it increases the adequation and the efficiency of the
parsers.

In this paper, we present a modelling, within a logic context, of feature representation
and of the management of these features. We give an advanced logical-based specification
of features and of their propagation in rules, valid for different theories. This specification
permits to treat feature inheritance phenomena, from the lexicon and from rules to rules,
to express the computation and the control of feature values and the transfer of features
between the right and the left parts of rules. We propose a set of control tools, relevant in
a logic programming context, in order to build the elements of a linguistic environment,
intended to help a grammar expert to describe the useful features for a given application
and to manage their evolution.
The main advantages of our approach over the previous published ones lie in that it is
simpler, more modular and declarative. Moreover, our approach benefits by the clear
semantics of logic programming languages. We represent features in a simple and general
way (we use a unique complex feature in which all the information required to address
an application appears). Our solution to express features and constraints operating on
them is not bound to a specific language or linguistic theory. The primitives defined in
this way can be inserted into natural language parsers, which are also modelled in terms
of logic programs. Note that the resulting global description will also be independent of
any parsing strategy. This approach is shown useful in the context of a computational
application of syntactic feature filtering in a CDG (Contextual Discontinuous Grammars
St2) parser that models concepts of the Government and Binding theory Cho1 Cho2.
This theory presents a lot of advantages for automatic natural language processing. Tha
addition of feature filtering leads to much more efficient and adequate parsers.

The structure of the paper is as follows: first, we present the logical-based language for
feature expression and control that we propose; then we describe the insertion of feature
filtering, expressed in that language, into a CDG parser.

THE LOGICAL-BASED LANGUAGE

We present the structure we choose to represent feature description: the feature descriptor,
a structure adapted from [7], whose generality seems quite relevant to our problem. We
define the basic operation on this structure: the augmented unification or A-unification



and we describe the elements of the language that permit to express feature transmission
and control. We only sketch the formal semantics of A-unification and of the elements of
the language.
Feature descriptor

In natural language processing applications, the number of features that are used is finite.
These features can be represented by a tree or a hierarchy. The basic idea to express
features of a given application by a feature descriptor is to determine a feature tree
and the allowed values for those features - P. Saint-Dizier calls it a prototype of feature
descriptor - and to affect a more or less instanciated version of this prototype, called
a feature descriptor, to each terminal and non-terminal symbol of the grammar. The
prototype of feature descriptor depends on the considered language and on the degree of
precision we need. Once defined, it is fixed for all the elements of the lexicon and the
symbols of the rules of the grammar. From a computational point of view, it can be
considered as an abstract data type.

More formally:

Definition 1: A feature value is an element of a finite Set of the Allowed Values (SAV) for
that feature.

Definition 2: A preterminal feature in a tree is a feature whose immediate daughters are
feature values.

Definition 3: A prototype of feature descriptor is a tree whose root node is F (feature), in
which each node is labelled with a feature and where each preterminal node is bound to
a set of its own allowed values (SAV). Fig. 1 shows an example of such a prototype for a
very simple English application.

The descriptor assigned to each symbol of the grammar contains “precise” values for each
feature. In order to obtain an easy, precise but also general expression of the values, we
define 5 possible values:

an atomic value val: val must be one of the elements of the SAV of the considered feature.
Only this value is possible.

a constant av: the feature may take All the Values of its SAV. All the values are “equi-
possible”.

a disjunction of values OR(val1, ..., valn): each vali, i ∈ [1, n] must be in the SAV of
the feature and only these vali are possible.

a negation of values NOT(val1, ..., valm): each vali, i ∈ [1, m], must be in the SAV of
the feature. It is equivalent to the disjunction of the other values of the SAV, i.e. to the
complement of {val1, ..., valm} in the SAV of the feature.



a logical variable X or : it means that the feature is not relevant to the considered
phenomenon or that the feature value is unknown or does not present any interest now.

Fig. 2 shows an example of a feature descriptor which may be considered as a type
instance of the prototype of feature descriptor of Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 Example of a featureFig. 1 Example of a prototype of
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Augmented unification mechanism of two feature descriptors

The basic operation on two descriptors is the augmented unification or A-unification which
builds a resulting descriptor from two descriptors. The A-unification of two descriptors
is the unification of the feature values. It is called augmented unification because it deals
not only with atomic values and logical variables but also with disjunction and negation
of values. We present briefly the formal semantics of this operation on feature values and
its extension to the unification of two descriptors. The reader may consult [8] for further
explanations on the terminology that is used.

Formal semantics of the A-unification of feature values: Here, we are working in closed
domains; therefore a feature has only a finite set of possible values (shown in the proto-
type). Let t be a feature and E his finite SAV. We can use the following notations and
interpretations for the values.

Values in the descriptor Set of considered values

t(vm) {vm}
t(OR(vi, ..., vk)) {vi, ..., vk}
t(NOT(vj , ..., vl)) C

{vj ,...,vl}
E (complement)

t(av), t(X), t( ) E

Let 2E be the set of all subsets of E; then set inclusion ⊆ is a partial order on 2E. 2E



under ⊆ is a complete lattice. In fact, the least upper bound of a collection of subsets
of E is their union and the greatest lower bound (glb) is their intersection. We choose
to represent A-unification by this lattice under ⊆ and the calculated general a-unifier of
a set of subsets of E is the glb of this set. Therefore, the calculated general a-unifier is
unique.

Extension to the A-unification of two feature descriptors: The unification of each set of
feature values of two descriptors may be modelled by a complete lattice of the set of these
values under the partial order ⊆. The unification of two descriptors may be modelled by
a cartesian product of complete lattices under ⊆. According to well-known results from
lattice theory, the cartesian product of complete lattices is a complete lattice.

Let us consider a simple example presented in Fig. 3 that contains the prototype of
feature descriptor of the application, the descriptors of the two articles “a” and “the” and
of the noun “men”. We give the resulting descriptor for “the men” and show the failure
of “a men”.

Fig. 3 A-unifications

of the feature number

a men fails because

plumasmas

{mas,fem} {sin,plu}
numbergender
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numbernumber

the men

NOT(sin)
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gendergender

F

gender

F

sin

number

OR(mas,fem)

F

gender

- OR(sin,plu)

number

Now, we present the elements of the language that we have developed to permit the
expression of feature transmission and of the control of their values. All these tools are
based on the A-unification.

Feature transmission and control expression (feature filtering)

We define two classes of tools: one at the lexical level, the other one in the rules of the
grammars.

In the lexicon: The filtering of the lexicon consists in the verification of the coherence of
all the lexical entries. It is realized by two types of constraints, stored in a database, that
may be viewed as integrity constraints:



*negative constraints: they express feature value incompatibilities in a given feature de-
scriptor. For example, an intransitive verb cannot be in the passive voice: (transitivi-
ty(no), voice(passive))

*positive constraints: for each lexical entry, we must verify that the values of each preter-
minal feature belong to the corresponding SAV in the prototype of feature descriptor of
the application. Example: gender (mas, fem)

These constraints can be described by the following grammar:

< ICV > ::= < posc > | < negc >
< posc > ::= < ptfeature > (values)
< values > ::= < val > | < val >, < values >
< ptfeature > ::= one element of the list of the preterminal features of the application
< val > ::= one element of the list of the values associated with these preterminal

features
< negc > ::= < negc1 > |(< negc1 >, < negc >)
< negc1 > ::= < ptfeature > (values)| < ptfeature > (NOT (values))

These controls of the coherence of the lexicon are inserted by a predicate added to each
axiom that forms the lexicon and represents a lexical entry. It has a single argument:
the feature descriptor of the considered entry. It “consults” the database of negative
and positive constraints of the application to accept or reject the lexical entry. The
verification of coherence is based on the previously described A-unification; therefore, in
the database, the two types of constraints (negative and positive) are stored in feature
descriptors. For example, for positive constraints, the whole descriptor is empty ( as
feature values) except for a specific feature to which its SAV is attached. For negative
constraints, only the relevant feature values are stored in the descriptor. To be correct,
the feature descriptor of a lexical entry must a-unify (augmented unification) with all the
descriptors that model positive constraints and with no descriptor that models a negative
constraint. During lexical insertion, a non-terminal inherits feature values from the lexical
word which is attached to it; the inherited features have been filtered by the VCI. They
percolate up in the derivation tree in the grammar rules. So we present now the tools
that allow and control this evolution.

In the grammar rules: A grammar rule has three parts: a derivation part, a feature control
part (constraints on feature values) and a construction and inheritance part (assignment
of values to features, propagation of values in the parsing tree and control). The two
last parts are realized by predicates that work on the feature descriptors associated with
the terminal and non-terminal symbols of the grammar. These parts are based on the
augmented unification mechanism.

So a rule form is: Left part → Right part, {Pred}
where Pred is a predicate whose first argument is a list, that may be empty, which offers



an eventual choice of actions; the other arguments are the different possible actions. If
the list is empty, Pred has a single other argument which is executed. Otherwise the ith

argument of the list leads to the execution of the (i + 1)th argument of Pred.

The elements of the list can be: (t1, D1, val) or (t1, D1, subdescriptor). The first version
tests if the feature t1 in the descriptor D1 has the value val and the second one if the
subdescriptor of D1 whose root node is t1 a-unifies with subdescriptor. The elements of
the list can also be logical conjunctions or disjunctions of such elements.

The actions are conjunctions of logic tools (predicates). We present them now. For each
tool, we give a definition and a simplified example. In the examples, Di represents the
feature descriptor associated with each symbol of the grammar.

AUNIF(t1, D1, t2, D2): true if the subdescriptor of D1 whose root node is t1 a-unifies
with the subdescriptor of D2 whose root node is t2. It treats the agreement problems
and the construction of non-instanciated descriptors. AUNIF is directly based on the
A-unification.

Example: Agreement checking between two categories and feature transmission

N2(D0)← det(D1), N1(D2), {Pred([],
(AUNIF (gnb, D1, gnb, D2), AUNIF (F, D2, F, D0)))}

The first AUNIF states that the values of the features “gender” and “number” in D1 and
D2 must agree; the second AUNIF instanciates D0 with the values of the descriptor of
N1.

ASSIGN(val, t1, D1): true; binds the value val to the feature t1 of D1

ASSIGN(t1, D1, t2, D2): true; binds the subdescriptor of D1 whose root node is t1 to
the subdescriptor of D2 whose root node is t2. So ASSIGN binds or assigns a new value
to a feature or a subdescriptor.

Example: During a passivization operation, the verb gets the passive voice.

V 0(D0)← V 0(D1), [by], N2(D2), {Pred([], ASSIGN(passive, voice, D1))}

VERIF(arg, t1, D1, val): checks if a specific feature t1 of D1 has the value val. If
arg = s (strict verification): true if t1 has the value val, av or a disjunction of values
which contains val. If arg = e (existential verification): true in the same cases as the
strict verification plus the possibility of having a negation of values without val. If arg
= b (broad verification): true in the same cases as the existential verification plus the
possibility of having a logical variable as value.



Example: A subject noun phrase must have the nominative case.

S(D0) ← N2(D1), V 2(D2), {Pred([], (V ERIF (e, case, D1, nominative)))}

CALCUL(t3, D3, t1, D1, t2, D2): true; the subdescriptor of D3 whose root node is t3 is
deduced from the subdescriptor of D1 whose root node is t1 and from the subdescriptor
of D2 whose root node is t2. It is used to build a resulting descriptor from parts of two
others.

We have also defined another tool CALC which is used for generalization purpose to
modify the value of a feature or to calculate it from values of other features (e.g. number
in coordination). As it is quite specific, we just mention it here.

We present now the insertion of this logical-based language into a Government-and-
Binding parser in order to increase its adequation.

IMPLEMENTATION OF FEATURE FILTERING IN A GB PARSER

We first present the interest of GB theory for automatic natural language processing. We
describe a logical modelling of parsers based on GB principles: the CDG parsers. We
focus then on a methodology to develop feature filtering applications in such a context.

The Government and Binding theory

In the traditional transformational framework, natural language sentences are parsed or
generated by means of a base component which describes the basic forms of sentences and
a transformational component which is used to recognize or build more complex structures
from simpler ones. Transformations are numerous and complex (construction of passive
forms, noun phrase topicalization, ...). There are a proliferation of rules and a large set
of constraints to restrict the generative capacity of the grammars. The Government and
Binding theory (GB, [5-6]) is a revision of this large set of rules and constraints. GB is
composed of a very small base component, a single movement rule move-α (which states:
move any constituent α to any position) and a small set of principles and theories whose
role is to control the power of the movement rule. GB exhibits a greater clarity, ease
of understanding and linguistic coverage (in spite of some points which remain obscure).
The recent formalization of GB theory has several attractive properties for the design
of a computational model of natural language processing, among which: concision and
economy of means, high degree of parametrization, modularity (e.g. independence of
filtering principles), declarativity (e.g. no order in the application of rules), absence of
intermediate structures (e.g. no deep structure).

In GB, the base component is composed of five rules which follow X-bar syntax:



X2 → spec, X1. X1 → X0, compl. X1 → compl, X0.

X1 → X1, adjunct. X1 → adjunct, X1.

In these rules, X stands for one of the lexical categories V (verb), N (noun), A (adjective)
or P (preposition) or for the clausal categories COMP (complementizer) and INFL (in-
flectional: voice, tense, ...). The index i in X i indicates the bar level. The highest level
is generally 2 and corresponds to the more traditional categories NP, VP, ... X is called
the head of the rule; spec is a specifier specific to each category (e.g. a determiner for N),
compl is a complement specific to each category (e.g. a relative clause for N), adjunct is
an adjunct which may be filled in with another X2.

As we mentioned previously, in spite of all its advantages, GB is very “poor” in the domain
of feature expression and control. Therefore, the addition of the feature language that we
have presented into GB parsers, modelled in terms of logic programs, really improves the
adequation of these parsers.

Principles of a CDG parser

A Contextual Discontinuous Grammar (CDG) [4] is a logical characterization of syntactic
parsing grammars based on the ideas of GB theory.

A CDG rule has the form of an unordered set of context-free rules:

{a → a1, b → b1, ..., n → n1}. (1)

which can be paraphrased by: somewhere in the parsing tree, a is rewritten into a1, b into
b1, ... and n into n1, with the same substitutions used for all identical variables occuring
in the context-free rules of a CDG rule.

If the order of context-free rules in the tuple is complete, we adopt the notation:

a → a1 / b → b1 / n → n1.

St-Dizier’s implementation of a CDG parser is based on the notion of accessible rules (or
not-yet-executed rules), the list of which it always updates. When the rule a → a1 of
a CDG rule (cf eq. 1) is used in a derivation tree of a sentence, the other context-free
rules of the CDG rule are added to the list. When one of the waiting rules is used, it is
withdrawn from the list. One condition of correctness for a sentence is the obtainment of
an empty accessible rule list at the end of the parsing.

Let us consider the relative clause construction. In a relative clause, an N is pronominal-
ized, moved to the left and adjoined to a COMP node. A trace of N is left behind and
co-indexed with the pronominalized N:



[COMP N(+Pro)i ... [N2 tracei] ...] as in [COMP thati John met [N2 tracei] yesterday]

where i is the co-indexation link.

The relativization rule is expressed in a straightforward way by a CDG rule (given here
in its Prolog-like form): xp(comp,0, , , ) → xp(n,0,pro(Case),I, ), xp(comp,0, , , )./ x-
p(n,2,Case,I, ) → trace(I).

where an xp is a predicate which represents any category. The category is specified in the
first argument, the bar level in the second, the features in the third one (oversimplified
here), the fourth argument is the co-indexation link and the last one, not dealt with here,
contains the logical form associated with the rule. The CDG rule means that if a rule
COMP 0 → N0, COMP 0. appears in the syntactic tree (where N0 is a pronoun), a rule
N2 → []. must be found somewhere in the rest of the tree. Notice that using identical
variables (namely here I and Case) in two different rules of a CDG rule permits to transfer
feature values in a very simple and transparent way.

Therefore, a parser based on GB principles can be modelled by a logic program (CDG).
The lexicon is a collection of axioms and the grammar rules are definite clauses. We can
add feature filtering mechanisms in terms of the language previously described into such
a parser.

Insertion of feature filtering into a CDG parser

More than a presentation of a precise application of the insertion of the feature filtering
system we have developed into a CDG parser, we describe a methodology to build such
an application. We present the determination of the prototype of feature descriptor of
the application. We focus then on the insertion of feature filtering tools into the lexicon
and into the grammar rules of the considered parser.

Determination of the prototype of feature descriptor: In order to realize an implementa-
tion, two criterions have to be specified: the natural language of the application and the
degree of precision of the treatment. Here we present an English application. The degree
is given by the controls we want to state. Here they are quite simple but sufficient enough
to show how to add feature filtering into the lexicon and the grammar rules of the base
and the movement components of a CDG parser.

The chosen controls are: number and person agreement between a verb and its subject,
acceptability of direct object complements for a verb, control of the passive construction.

These controls lead to the following features: number, person, transitivity and voice.

Here, the application is very simple. In more elaborate implementations, two philosophies
are possible to determine the features: The features dedicated to a control option and the
minimum number of features option. In the first one, the features required to treat



traditional agreements exist; when we want to add a new control, new features, specific
to this control, are created. Features can be numerous and redundant but it is easy to
add or to withdraw (or mask) a control. In the second option, we want to minimize the
number of features (no redundancy, less verifications). It is more difficult to add or to
withdraw one specific control.

For our example, a prototype of feature descriptor, sufficient to deal with the chosen
controls, is shown in Fig. 4.

feature descriptor
Fig. 4 The prototype of

feature

{act,pas}{tr,intr}
COMPL,INFL}
{N,A,V,P,

voicetrans

syntmorpho

{1,2,3}{sin,plu}

F

cat

personnumber

A more or less instanciated version of the prototype is affected to each symbol of the
grammar.

Feature filtering of the lexicon: Given the prototype, we can automatically build the set
of all the positive constraints that will control the lexicon: cat(N,V,A,P,COMPL,INFL),
number(sin,plu), ... We can also build the set of negative constraints; for example, in this
application, when the feature cat is different of V, the feature trans must be , and so on
... As we have seen in the previous section, these constraints are stored into empty feature
descriptors. The database of descriptors modelling positive and negative constraints can
be used to control the lexicon: we just have to add, into each lexical entry (axioms of the
logic program), an antecedent predicate that takes the feature descriptor of the entry as
single argument and try to a-unify it with all the descriptors of the database modelling
positive constraints and with no descriptor modelling negative constraints.

Feature filtering of the grammar rules: We have also seen, in the previous section, that the
controls are introduced into the definite clauses modelling grammars rules by the insertion
of a new antecedent Pred. The first argument of this predicate is a list. This list permits
to choose the treatment to be done among the following arguments. These arguments are
conjunctions of logic tools (VERIF, AUNIF, ...).

We only present the information added to the rules to state the precise controls we want
to treat. First, in order to help the reader, we give a syntactic tree, in X-bar syntax, of
the sentence “John reads a book” (cf Fig. 5).



COMP 2

spec COMP 1

[] COMP 0 INFL2

[] N2 INFL1

INFL0 V 2

[] V 1

V 0 N2

spec N1

N0

John reads a book

Fig. 5 A syntactic tree in X-bar syntax

The control of number and person agreement (reads) is done in the rule INFL2 →
N2, INFL1 because we must have all the information about the noun phrase and the
verb.

We present the information that must be added to the base and movement components of
the CDG parser. In our presentation, Delement is the feature descriptor of the considered
element and DelementR (resp. DelementL) is the feature descriptor of the considered element
in the right (resp. left) part of the rule.

X2 → spec, X1,

{Pred([(cat, Dspec, N) ∧ (cat, DX1 , INFL) | ],

/ ∗ if the specifier is a N and if the X1 is an INFL | otherwise ∗ /

(AUNIF (morpho, Dspec, morpho, DX1), AUNIF (F, DX1 , F, DX2)),

/ ∗ control of the agreement and instanciation of the descriptor of X2 ∗ /

(AUNIF (F, DX1 , F, DX2)))}.
To control the possibility of a verb to have a direct object complement, we must check if
the verb is transitive. Here is the corresponding rule:



X1 → X0, cpt, (2)

{Pred([(cat, Dcpt, N) ∧ (cat, DX0 , V ) | ],

(V ERIF (trans, DX0 , tr), AUNIF (F, DX0 , F, DX1)),

(AUNIF (F, DX0 , F, DX1)))}.

For the passive construction, in which an object N2 is moved to a subject position, the
(simplified) rules are:

V 0 → V 0, [by], N2., N2 → [].

COMP 0 → N2. N2 → [].

Example of a passive construction:

[COMP 1[COMP 0[N2 the treasure]][INFL2 [N2 ][V 2 is [V 1[V 0 [V 0 stolen ] [ by ] [N2 Peter ]] [N2 ]]]]]

We choose to instanciate the feature voice of the verb to pas during the recognization of
a passive construction (i.e. in the rule V 0 → V 0, [by], N2.).

The test of the verb transitivity is automatically done in the rule V 1 → V 0, N2. (cf eq.
2)

The rules of the passive construction become:

V 0 → V 0, [by], N2, {Pred([],

(ASSIGN(pas, voice, DV 0
R
), AUNIF (F, DV 0

R
, F, DV 0

L
)))}.

COMP 0 → N2, {Pred([],

(AUNIF (feature, DN2 , feature, DCOMP 0), ASSIGN(COMP, cat, DCOMP 0)))}.

The two rules N2 → [] become:

N2 → [], {Pred([], ASSIGN(N, cat, DN2))}.



CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed an original logic-programming expression of feature filter-
ing. The interest of our expression of features lies mainly in its simplicity and generality,
thanks to the use of a prototype of feature descriptor that can be considered as an abstract
data type.

Our logical feature filtering modelling of lexicons is based on a predicate that consults a
database of positive and negative constraints, specific to each application.

We have also specified a set of logical tools that permit to express feature transmission
and control in the rules of logical-based grammars.

The logical language defined in this way exhibits a clear semantics. Obtained from lin-
guistic motivations and specifications, it is defined in a precise aim of filtering expression
and must therefore be clear and easy enough to be used by a linguist.

The proposed language permits to create elements of a linguistic environment that will
help a natural-language grammar expert to express and manage features (linguistic engi-
neering).

The main advantages of our approach over the previous published ones lie in that it is
simpler, more modular and declarative. The logic programming-based language is also
more natural, adequate and expressively efficient with respect to the considered linguistic
problem.

Our solution to express features and constraints operating on them is not bound to a
specific language or linguistic theory. We have shown the interest of our approach in the
context of a computational implementation of feature filtering in a Contextual Discon-
tinuous Grammar parser that models concepts of the Government and Binding theory.
Our choice comes first from the advantages of this theory for automatic natural language
processing (clarity, modularity, concision, ...). It comes also from the fact that knowledge
about features is not very developed in GB, although the lexicons play a central role in
this theory: there is a small number of rules and the information is “pushed” into the
lexicon.

The introduction of the feature filtering logical-based language into a logic modelling of
a GB parser (CDG parser) leads to a much more efficient and adequate parser.

The method we have presented can be undertaken for different types of features and
different types of linguistic theories.It provides us with a partial solution to semantical
problems, partial solution which we plan to extend in future works.
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